
To: Case Officer – John Worthington 

Planning & Development 

P.O. BOX 787, 
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HG1 9RW 

    

 

 

 

 

 

RE - 19/01033/OUTMAJ Outline planning application by the Merrington Estate for residential 

development comprising 63 dwellings on field known as GH9. Green Hammerton 

Dear Mr. Worthington 

I wish to register my objection to residential development of this site, also known as GH9 when included in 

the draft Local Plan.  

This field lies outside the present development limit of the village of Green Hammerton and would be 

separated by the busy B6265, Boroughbridge Road; it would fail to relate to the current village and present a 

daily hazard to new residents crossing the road to access the village centre.  

The site is “Fertile, intensely farmed arable land”  classed as very good quality Grade 2 land, a fact recognised  

by the applicant’s own landscape and ecological advisors. There is a policy requirement (NE8) that it be 

protected from development.  

This field was originally included by the Council in the draft Harrogate Local Plan, but was withdrawn by the 

Council at the EIP. Public concerns were accepted and there was no case for retaining it in the Local Plan as 

an allocated site. There has been no change of circumstances to reverse that decision.  

The Council’s removal of GH9 during the EIP clearly shows there is no concern doing so may adversely affect 

its 5-year Housing Land Supply; the applicant cannot claim that this site is required to meet the housing land 

supply. 

Green Hammerton has witnessed exponential growth in the past five years culminating in permission for 248 

houses at sites including; Redrow Homes, Linden Homes, Greenhills and most recently at Yule Lane for Strata 

Homes. The fabric of the village is being destroyed by this ad hoc growth. These randomly approved 

developments have contributed NO additional or improvement to the existing community facilities or 

infrastructure. These developments are placing unstainable pressure on the village fabric. Approving this site 

will only further increase that pressure and erode the sustainability of Green Hammerton village. 

There is only a village shop with PO and sorting office operating in a listed building. Residents are concerned 

it could risk closure if it struggles to handle additional mail for already approved new homes, let alone those 

from this further site. There is a single doctor’s surgery that serves not only Green Hammerton but the wider 

rural community – again under pressure from the recent planning approvals. The primary school is at 

capacity but is also land-locked with no room for further development.  

 These are certainly not “accessible services and open spaces that reflect current and future needs and 

support communities’ health, social and cultural well-being”.  

The local natural environment will suffer greatly as a result of this proposal. Trees will be removed, 

hedgerows of value to nesting birds will go, the character of the landscape will differ massively, and the 



impact on the wider open landscape will be highly detrimental, given that the site stands in an elevated 

position in relation to the rest of the area.  

Green Hammerton is a historic village with a Conservation Area at its core. It is currently surrounded by open 

fields with medieval and later enclosure origins. These open fields form part of wider open countryside made 

up of arable field systems which contribute in a positive way to the setting of the historic village. The loss of 

this field will detract from the setting of the village 

There may be no visual connection between this field and the conservation area as a designated heritage 

asset but its development will adversely impact upon the setting of the historic core of the village, given the 

importance of the surrounding landscape of open arable field systems to which the historic growth of the 

village owes its origins. 

I believe that the planning application does not meet the main principles of sustainable development under 

Section 12 of the NPPF; the application does not represent well-defined development as the site is sporadic 

development clearly outside the village area. Sections 12 and 16 of the NPPF are also transgressed as the 

Natural Environment is neither conserved nor enhanced and the same goes for the Historic Environment for 

the reason stated. 

The private car will continue to be the main means of transport in this remote rural area. Both Cattal and 

Hammerton railway stations are more than a mile away from the village.The rail service operates as a branch 

line between Harrogate and York operating a mainly hourly service with a few additional trains in the 

morning and evening peaks. The local bus service is limited, with journeys to Harrogate taking over 2 hours 

travelling via Boroughbridge and Ripon. Approving this site will only further add to a sizeable increase in the 

number of vehicles using the road network, especially at the main A59 with the B6265 junction. 

To summarise, this site has been discounted as a sound proposal by the Council in the EIP and removed from 

the draft Local Plan – it should not now be approved. The development contravenes the overarching 

principles of sustainable development as set out in NPPF (2019) Paragraph 8, contravenes the requirement 

to conserve and enhance the natural and historic environments as set out in Sections 15 and 16 of the NPPF 

and contravenes the draft Local Plan Policies EQ2, HP2 (adverse impact on setting of heritage asset), HP3 

(adverse impact on local distinctiveness), NE3 not protecting the natural environment and having an adverse 

impact on Landscape character (contrary to aims of 2004 Landscape appraisal). It would be harmful to trees 

and woodland (NE7), and shows no regard for the protection of agricultural land (NE8).  

 I therefore urge the Council to refuse this application. 

Yours sincerely, 

 

NAME: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

ADDRESS:  ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………POST CODE: ………………………………. 

 

SIGNATURE: …………………………………………………………   DATE: ………………………………………… 


